Entries for Spring Provincials and AA Meet
Deadline Monday, February 20, 2017
In order to help with the entries for the upcoming Spring Provincials and AA meet please follow
guidelines presented here.

Provincial Qualifiers
If a swimmer has qualified for Spring Provincial (i.e. at least one qualifying time) then they have to be
entered in Spring Provincials. They may also participate in AA meet. They do not need to make the AA
qualifying times to enter those additional swims in the AA meet. Provincial qualifiers are restricted to
“bonus” swims only in AA meet even if they obtain an AA qualifying time. Here is breakdown:

1 Provincial QT =




1 event + 1 bonus at Spring Provincials + 3 additional swims in AA meet = 5 swims combined
3 swims in AA meet do not need to make the AA qualifying time but cannot be faster than
provincial time
They are not eligible for additional swims in AA meet even if they make the AA qualifying times

2 Provincial QT =




2 events + 1 bonus at Spring Provincials + 2 additional swims in AA meet = 5 swims combined
2 swims in AA meet do not need to make the AA qualifying time but cannot be faster than
provincial time
They are not eligible for additional swims in AA meet even if they make the AA qualifying times

3 Provincial QT =




3 events + 1 bonus at Spring Provincials + 1 additional swim in AA meet = 5 swims combined
1 swim in AA meet does not need to make the AA qualifying time but cannot be faster than
provincial time
They are not eligible for additional swims in AA meet even if they make the AA qualifying times

4 Provincial QT =



4 events + 1 bonus at Spring Provincials + 0 additional swims in AA meet = 5 swims combined
Not eligible to swim in AA meet

Entries for Spring Provincials and AA Meet
Deadline Monday, February 20, 2017
AA only Qualifiers

If a swimmer has NO Provincial qualifying times, however, does have AA qualifying times, they may
enter the Spring AA meet with following bonus swim structure. This DOES NOT apply to Provincial
qualifiers who also have AA times (see above for breakdown of Provincial qualifiers)

0 Provincial QT + 1 AA QT =


4 Bonus events in AA meet = 5 swims

0 Provincial QT + 2 AA QT =


3 Bonus events in AA meet = 5 swims

0 Provincial QT + 3 AA QT =


2 Bonus events in AA meet = 5 swims

0 Provincial QT + 4 AA QT =


1 Bonus event in AA meet = 5 swims

0 Provincial QT + 5 or more AA QT


No Bonus swims

It is strongly recommended that eligibility reports are handy for Provincials to determine which events
to enter in the AA meet.
Please remember to submit your Club Information Sheet for each meet – links to documents below
Spring Provincials – Club Info Sheet
Spring AA Meet – Club Info Sheet

If you have additional questions regarding entries please email meetentries@swimontario.com
Thank you.

